“When you build a wall to keep people in, that’s a
prison. When you build a wall to keep people out,
that’s an expression of sovereignty.”
~ Charles Krauthammer ~

Canada
Canada plans to welcome more than 1,000,000
new immigrants in the next three years
The Canadian Parliament has announced plans to add more than one
million new permanent residents in the next three years. That’s nearly one
percent of the country’s population each year. The population of Canada is
36.71 million. The population of the United States is 325.7 million. So, this
would be comparable to the U.S. bringing in 8,700,000 immigrants.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2019/01/canada-plans-to-welcome-morethan-1000000-new-immigrants-in-the-next-three-years

New Evidence Proves Danforth Shooter was a
Terrorist
The Media lied to us. Politicians lied to us. Even the police lied to us.
We were told that Faisal Hussain was a depressed loner with psychosis,
despite any medical documentation. The police told us there was no
underlining motive. Yet, new unsealed documents show that when they

searched his apartment, they found drums of ammunition, two fully loaded
AK47s, 9/11 conspiracy videos and $9,300 in strange receipts form some
place in Pakistan. Here is the whole story of the terrorist attack: Drugs,
guns, chemical weapons and the Muslim Brotherhood.
https://www.facebook.com/danielbordmanpolitics/videos/38355515555000
3/UzpfSTUxNzcyMDA2NzpWSzoxOTU4Mzc3NDI0MjQzODUz/

Canadian Anti-Hate Network accuses law firm of
promoting ethnic cleansing while hiding its own
ideological bias
The supposed anti-hate organization seems to be more interested in
bullying people for political wrong-think than fighting any form of real
hatred in Canada. It is sad that organizations like the Canadian Anti-Hate
Network carry any weight when they are clearly serving as a political
censorship tool designed to bully Canadians rather than fight hate.
https://www.thepostmillennial.com/canadian-anti-hate-network-accuses-law-firmof-promoting-ethnic-cleansing-while-hiding-its-own-ideological-bias/

Free Speech Is Dead in Canada: The Persecution of
Christian Activist Bill Whatcott
In the past year, I witnessed two frightening assaults on free speech by a
kangaroo "justice" system. This wasn't in some banana republic, North
Korea, or China; it was in Canada. These were gut-wrenching experiences
for me. These stories from Canada are potent warnings to the U.S. If
our government is allowed to prohibit or compel speech on something as

irrational and harmful as transgender ideology, it will condition citizens to
accept almost any sort of censorship. You have been warned.
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2019/01/free_speech_is_dead_i
n_canada_the_persecution_of_christian_activist_bill_whatcott.html#ixzz5c
btZ6t10

‘Islamophobia’ Invention Has Served Its Purpose
Spectacularly Well
Western opinion leaders have even advocated for Islamic supremacists by
forbidding criticism of Islam. The Canadian Parliament recently condemned
“Islamophobia,” and a Parliamentary committee is now crafting measures
to implement this motion. Christine Douglass-Williams was fired from the
Canadian Race Relations Foundation board for criticizing political Islam,
showing that the government is willing to terminate appointed employees - even of so-called independent institutions -- for alleged Islamophobia.
Just as in the Canadian “Human Rights” Commissions and Tribunals, truth
is not allowed as a defense.
https://pjmedia.com/homeland-security/islamophobia-invention-hasserved-its-purpose-spectacularly-well

Mohamad Fakih – Trudeau’s Most Valuable
Political Asset
Mohamad Fakih has managed skillfully to translate his meteoric business
success to political power by establishing close relationship not only with
Canada’s prime minister Justin Trudeau, but also with other Liberal
ministers, members of Parliament and local politicians. “I am proudly
supporting Motion 103 that calls on the government to recognize the need
to quell the increasing public climate of hate and fear and condemn
Islamophobia and all forms of systemic racism and religious discrimination.
http://news.acdemocracy.org/mohamad-fakih-trudeaus-most-valuablepolitical-asset/

Imam could run for federal Liberals in Montreal

Hassan Guillet acknowledged to La Presse that he had been approached by
the federal Liberals, but said his mind was not yet 100-per-cent made up.
However, he said he had announced to Muslims in St-Jean-sur-Richelieu.
Guillet said he respected the Liberal Party of Canada for its “openness,
multiculturalism and respect for others.”
https://montrealgazette.com/news/local-news/imam-could-run-for-federalliberals-in-montreal-byelection

Saudi government helps Muslim accused of sexual
assault in Canada elude prosecution, flee the
country
A Saudi man accused of sexual assault in Sydney, but location remains a
mystery. Where is Mohammed Zuraibi Alzoabi? It’s a question that plagues
his alleged victims, who expected the 28-year-old Saudi Arabian man to
face charges of sexual assault, assault, forcible confinement, uttering
threats, criminal harassment, dangerous driving and assault with a weapon
(a vehicle) in separate trials related to two incidents that occurred in
Sydney between 2016 and 2017.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2019/01/saudi-government-helps-muslimaccused-of-sexual-assault-in-canada-elude-prosecution-flee-the-country

A brief history of Sharia Law in Canada
What exactly is Sharia? It’s a set of guidelines and religious rules,
stemming from the Islamic Qur’an and Hadith, that guide Muslims and
command an overall way of life. It’s more than just a legal system; Sharia
dictates both the private moral teachings of the Islamic faith as well as
strict public rules that all Muslims are commanded to live by.
https://www.truenorthinitiative.com/just_the_facts_a_brief_history_of_shar
ia_law_in_canada

ISIS Fighter From ‘Caliphate’ Says the RCMP Is DeRadicalizing Him
Amidst the backdrop of a continuing war against ISIS—which has lost most
of its territory in Syria but remains an international terror threat—countries
around the globe are still contending with what to do with the former

militants who return home. In an interview with VICE, Abu Huzaifa alKanadi says “the title of having been a Mujahideen...it's just not something
you want to give up so easily.”
https://www.vice.com/en_ca/article/8xy4np/isis-fighter-from-caliphatesays-the-rcmp-is-de-radicalizing-him

Trudeau illegally hides dealings with George Soros
To find out, we sent a simple letter to the immigration department, under
the Access to Information Law requesting the agreement between the
government of Canada, the UNHCR and the Open Society Foundation
And they wrote back: Following a thorough search of our information
holdings, I regret to inform you that no records were found that
respond to your request. They’re lying.
https://www.therebel.media/exclusive-trudeau-illegal-soros-ezra-levantrebel-media-canada-news-politics

United Nations instructs Canada to suspend Site C
dam construction over Indigenous rights violations
The world's foremost racial discrimination committee says Canada must
work with Indigenous communities to find an alternative to the $10.7
billion hydro project in B.C.
https://thenarwhal.ca/united-nations-instructs-canada-to-suspend-site-cdam-construction-over-indigenous-rights-violations/

Rachel Notley is coming to kill The Rebel!
Notley wants to shut down The Rebel before the 2019 election — she
knows The Rebel has been their most effective critic, and the NDP will do
anything to silence us. So, either we live free, or we die. Either we win this
fight, or we’re out of business.
https://www.therebel.media/elections-alberta-rachel-notley-destroying-the-rebelmedia-billboard

Rahaf’s Saudi Family Will Never, Ever Stop Coming
After Her
Make no mistake. She remains in real and terrible danger. She has shut
down her Twitter account due to death threats. Her family will never, ever
stop coming after her. She is a disobedient woman and as such deserves
constant humiliation, beatings, broken bones, solitary confinement, and, if
she is lucky, a forced marriage to a man the age of her grandfather, who
already has three wives and twenty children. She is also an apostate. This
is a capital crime. Rahaf has just been granted asylum in Canada! I wonder
how much it will cost them to provide security for her for the rest of her
life?
https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/272545/rahafs-saudi-family-willnever-ever-stop-coming-phyllis-chesler

CBC runs “over-the-top diatribe” against PPC
candidate | David Menzies
David Menzies of The Rebel.Media reports: If you ever needed a textbook
example to demonstrate how the CBC increasingly distorts its news
coverage, well, one need look no further than how Trudeau’s state
broadcaster is covering the story of Laura-Lynn Tyler Thomson, a People’s
Party of Canada candidate in Vancouver. Even by CBC standards of bias,
this one’s a real stinker!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8-JYpXZuc1I

Trudeau dodges Saudi oil question at Regina Town
Hall. Here are the facts he missed
A woman at Trudeau’s Regina town hall tried to stump the chump when
she asked, “Why are we buying oil from Saudi Arabia, Mr. Trudeau?”
It’s a good question. Why is Canada, the country with the third largest oil
reserves in the world, still buying oil from Saudi Arabia, a place that
routinely hangs gay people and stones women in the streets?
https://www.therebel.media/trudeau-dodges-saudi-oil-question-at-reginatown-hall-here-are-the-facts-he-missed

Yellow Vest Rally - Medicine Hat
On Saturday, December 29, Jurgen Vollrath, wearing a Yellow Vest, stood
in the back of a pickup truck in a parking lot in Medicine Hat. He gave a
firebrand speech that lasted for less than 3 minutes. It was posted on
Facebook and went viral.
https://www.facebook.com/2124592587853876/videos/1219179308263165
/

Elsa’s Schieder’s interviews Jurgen Vollrath:
“I interviewed Jurgen. What was this speech? Who is Jurgen Vollrath? And
what is he aiming for? More than that, what is core to the Yellow Vest
movement?”
http://elsasblog.com/190108-yellow-vests-medicine-hat.html

C3RF Member Update - 18 January, 2019
End of January is here so it must be time for Canadians to atone for the
mosque attack of Jan, 2017. After all, wasn't it their "Islamophobia" that
was responsible? Too bad the facts don't match the narrative - here's the
other side of the debate. Please consider distributing far and wide and
writing your own MP on this, now, yearly attempt to slag the good people
of Canada.
https://www.canadiancitizens.org/single-post/2019/01/18/C3RF-MemberUpdate---18-January-2019

Please sign this petition:
Stop the Islamic Party of Canada
https://www.citizengo.org/en-ca/167818-stop-islamic-party-ontario-andinvestigate-conspiring-commit-treason

Islamophobia
“The inventors and purveyors of ‘Islamophobia’
have succeeded beyond their dreams in silencing
criticism of Islam”
Indeed they have. The idea that opposing jihad mass murder and Sharia
oppression of women, non-Muslims and others would be stigmatized and
marginalized to the degree that it is today is breathtaking. Most people

now take for granted that any negative statement regarding Islam, even
criticism of jihad terrorists, is “Islamophobic” and to be shunned and
silenced. And so the advancing jihad is essentially unopposed; most people
are afraid to say a word. And the social media giants are steadily choking
off all criticism of Islam; even MasterCard and Discover have now begun
denying their services to those who dare to violate Sharia blasphemy laws.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2019/01/the-inventors-and-purveyors-ofislamophobia-have-succeeded-beyond-their-dreams-in-silencing-criticismof-islam

Twitter, Patreon
The rise of financial blacklisting
‘When, oh when, are social media giants going to do more to combat hate
speech?’ The more important question is, though: ‘Who gets to decide
what is hate speech?’ From YouTube and Twitter to Facebook and Patreon,
Silicon Valley’s answer seems to be: the kind of Social Justice Warriors who
think any viewpoint to the right of Bernie Sanders or Jeremy Corbyn is
literally Hitler. As Dr. Jordan Peterson says: “I thought gigantic
multinational corporations were the enemies of the radical left?”
https://spectator.us/financial-blacklisting-sargon-akkad/

Twitter Warns Conservative Author His Book
Violates Pakistan Law
“My book, ‘Jihadist Psychopath’ is exactly about why Twitter is warning me
… because my book deals with our surrender and why the west is
surrendering and how the left is complicit in our surrender, how the left is
enabling Islamic Supremacism, and how its persecuting the freedom
fighters who are trying to stand up for our civilization,” Glazov said. Social
media giant faithfully does Pakistan’s Sharia bidding.
https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/272555/twitter-warns-conservativeauthor-his-book-victor-skinner

Around the World

Australia
Muslims threaten to murder woman for leaving
Islam, politicians silent, “scared of offending”
Muslims
Cowardice is pandemic today, and spreading everywhere. Sheikh Yusuf alQaradawi, the most renowned and prominent Muslim cleric in the world,
once famously said: “If they had gotten rid of the apostasy punishment,
Islam wouldn’t exist today.”
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2019/01/australia-muslims-threaten-tomurder-woman-for-leaving-islam-politicians-silent-scared-of-offendingmuslims

Denmark
“In One Generation, Our Country Has Changed”
The outraged international press did not offer any answers to the
legitimate question of what governments are supposed to do with
hardened criminal asylum seekers, who pose a genuine threat to their
surroundings and have been sentenced to deportation, but cannot be
deported from the country because of international human rights
obligations. The problem is far from a uniquely Danish one: virtually all
European countries have signed international human rights conventions
that leave them with the same dilemma. Clearly, the right of law-abiding
citizens to live in peace does not count for much on the scale of
international moral outrage.
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/13521/denmark-immigrationtransformation

France
The yellow vests are at the vanguard of a politically
incorrect uprising
For years the white working-class have had their lives lampooned and been
smeared with a multitude of ‘isms’ and ‘phobias’ by politicians and
journalists who, simultaneously, champion open borders because they
believe Europe owes it to the third world. They don’t understand that the

misery and poverty they think exists only in Africa and the Middle East is
also found closer to home. The victims of globalization are everywhere.
https://spectator.us/yellow-vests-politically-incorrect/

Italy
A Trump of One’s Own
The Guardian was quick to add that Salvini’s party and Brudziński’s “share
similar anti-immigration, anti-Muslim and Eurosceptic views.”It would be
fairer, of course, to say “anti-Islam” here rather than “anti-Muslim,” and to
describe Salvini and Brudziński not as “anti-immigration” but, rather, as
opposed to suicidal immigration policies that have flooded much of
Western Europe not with potential Nobel Prize winners but with likely
rapists, Jew-beaters, gay-bashers, and lifelong welfare recipients, not to
mention more than a few would-be jihadists and cheerleaders of terror.
https://pjmedia.com/homeland-security/a-trump-of-ones-own/

United States
How the Border Crisis Caused a Crisis 2,500 Miles
Away in Maine
Three or four African families are now arriving in Portland’s shelter system
every week after crossing the border. Many more, according to Portland’s
social services director, are waiting in Texas in detention centers, eager to
come to Portland. “We can’t sustain what is happening,” he was quoted as

saying. The catastrophic disaster in Portland, Maine has robbed the native
population of needed social services while diverting them to foreign
migrants. While President Trump has moved to reduce the number of
refugees bleeding communities like Portland of their resources and their
future, there is a new threat.
http://sultanknish.blogspot.com/2019/01/how-border-crisis-caused-crisis2500.html

Laura Loomer Brings Illegal Immigrants to Nancy
Pelosi's Home. Pelosi Has Police Remove Them.
Self-described investigative journalist Laura Loomer, accompanied by illegal
immigrants from Guatemala and Mexico, lugged a tent onto Pelosi’s
multimillion-dollar vineyard estate, freelance journalist Nick Monroe
reported Monday. In large red letters, the word "immorality" was written
across the tent; there were also photos of murder victims of illegal
immigrants hanging from the front of the tent. Livestreaming the event,
Loomer took the time to read each of the victims’ names and reiterate that
these folks were not welcome in "sanctuary state California."
https://www.dailywire.com/news/42171/watch-laura-loomer-brings-illegalimmigrants-nancy-amanda-prestigiacomo

Islamic Activist Advocates Using Public Schools to
Convert Americans to Islam “We want to turn them
into Muslim individuals.”
“If we are Islamic individuals and we come to our relationship and our
connection with the public-school system as Islamic individuals then we will
not be part of the great, what they call, American melting pot,” she asserts.
“We do not want to melt into American society and disappear. We want to
go into American society with Islamic ideals and revamp their thinking. We
want to revamp them. We want to turn them into Muslim individuals.”
https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/272591/islamic-activist-advocatesusing-public-schools-sara-dogan

The Primary Role of the Mosque is the Seat of the
Islamic Government

When a mosque is built, muslims are claiming up to three (3) miles around
the mosque as Islamic territory. It is the seat of the Islamic government
where sharia is adjudicated, Islam/sharia is taught, social events are held,
jihadi are trained, battles planned, and it is the place from which battles
are launched.
https://www.understandingthethreat.com/primary-role-of-the-mosque/

I’m A Senior Trump Official, And I Hope A Long
Shutdown Smokes Out the Resistance
As one of the senior officials working without a paycheck, a few words of
advice for the president’s next move at shuttered government agencies:
lock the doors, sell the furniture, and cut them down.

The Daily Caller is taking the rare step of publishing this anonymous op-ed
at the request of the author, a senior official in the Trump administration
whose identity is known to us and whose career would be jeopardized by
its disclosure. We believe publishing this essay anonymously is the only
way to deliver an important perspective to our readers.
https://dailycaller.com/2019/01/14/smoke-out-resistance

Other Articles
A War to Achieve Modernity
I dream that we Muslims break free from the entrapments of the
controlling forms of religion. At times, it feels like a disease that has been

tolerated for too long. It has caused us so much pain and isolation: be
gone. There is only one way to defeat it: push for a victory with Prince
Mohammad bin Salman as he takes on Iran, Turkey, Qatar and the Muslim
Brotherhood. His historic role is to fight the most violent and reactionary
interpretation of this religion, its individuals and organizations, and to lead
reform and deradicalize societies. Extremism has no place in our world.
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/13571/modernity

#Awakening2019 Is Donald Trump saving Western
Culture?
This is the year of the #Awakening. Globalism is failing. The EU is failing.
The UN is failing. The Paris Accords are falling apart and the latest UN
pronouncement on Immigration, Global Compact for Safe, Orderly and
Regular Migration, is under attack.
https://dianebederman.com/awakening2019-is-donald-trump-savingwestern-culture/

The Peaceful Takeover of Europe
Muslims start to build a parallel society in education, welfare and policing.
For this, they are in need of co-financing from a state to which many may
often not be loyal. The state meets their demands out of fear of illicit
activity and rioting. It tolerates polygamy; is hesitant to inspect the driver's
licenses of Islamic suspects; and refrains from monitoring the content
of sermons in mosques. Apparently conscious of this fear, Islamists step up
their demands.
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/13540/europe-peaceful-takeover

Islamism Flourishes in Darkness
As the Washington Post tells us, democracy dies in darkness. But Islamism
also flourishes there. Even in its coverage of American Islam, the Post has
encouraged readers to see the terror-linked Council on American-Islamic
Relations, or the Farrakhan-friendly Linda Sarsour, as credible voices of
American Muslims. And yet these Islamists have no mandate from ordinary
Muslims; instead, these extremists derive most of their legitimacy from
media outlets blindly willing to homogenize minorities and declare their
loudest voices to be representative leaders.

https://www.meforum.org/57576/islamism-flourishes-in-darkness

Lessons We Seem Unwilling to Learn
The question to ask is why are there so many people in the Muslim
community who would object to such an exhibition and why these
extremists have so much sway (as opposed to merely being an embittered
fringe) that they can actually get their way. What is it about the fragility,
and vulnerability of the Muslim community to the dictates of extremists
that we can learn from an episode such as this one?
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/13530/lessons-unwilling-to-learn

Muslim Brotherhood: Deceptive Since Its Founding
The logo of the Muslim Brotherhood depicts two swords, not two branches
of an olive tree. Similarly, the motto speaks of death as its honorable
aspiration, not of community service. Needless to say, putting such a logo
and motto on the front gate of a building doesn’t give the impression of a
charity organization or a shelter to feed the needy. Despite many verses in
the Quran that encourage Muslims to help the needy, the poor and to give
charity, the Brothers chose a verse that talks about preparing arms to
strike terror in the hearts of the enemies of Allah. If the Muslim
Brotherhood preaches hatred and commits acts of violence, it is a hard sell
to say it’s a peaceful and charitable organization.
https://clarionproject.org/since-its-founding-muslim-brotherhooddeceptive/

Strasbourg: Capital of the EU and "The Future of
Europe"
On October 25, 2018, in Strasbourg, the European Court of Human Rights
(ECHR) upheld the shameful conviction of an Austrian woman, Elisabeth
Sabaditsch-Wolff, for what the ECHR called an "abusive attack on the
Prophet of Islam" -- just like that, in a stroke, accepting and legitimizing
Islam's blasphemy laws. It was, as one news analyst, born in Iran, took
note, "the day free speech died in Europe."
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/13543/strasbourg-capital-europe

YouTubes

Hege Storhaug Moment: Islam: Europe Invaded,
America Warned
Hege discusses her new book “Islam: Europe Invaded, American Warned”
and the dire threat that now faces America. And she asks: Will America
have the courage to glance – without a blindfold – at Europe’s
Islamization?
https://jamieglazov.com/2019/01/16/hege-storhaug-moment-islam-europeinvaded-america-warned/

The Left and Islam with Dr. Bill Warner
For the Left, the ends justify the means. For Islam if the action advances
Islam then it is good. Both the Left or Islam are never at fault. Both hate
Christians and Israel. Both want to annihilate our civilization and establish a
utopia. Both are totalitarian.
https://www.politicalislam.com/the-left-and-islam/

The Tragedy of Cultural Relativism
The deluded - and suicidal - utopian vision of progressives. Yes, evil does
exist and no amount of wishy-washy #hashtaglovewins speciousness is
ever going to change that fact.
https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/272564/watson-video-tragedycultural-relativism-paul-joseph-watson

Laugh of the Week
(Thanks Barbara Kay!)
Gillette has a problem with men, and now consumers
have a problem with Gillette
In the last few days, the tables have been turned on Gillette, the world’s
most famous name in razors. The company has been getting a very close
shave from its customers. There isn’t a styptic pen in the world big enough
to stanch the blood flowing from the myriad nicks they’re suffering as
punishment for a short film ad they thought would capitalize on the

#MeToo zeitgeist to good corporate effect. Until it went viral and got a
gazilllion thumbs down.
https://www.thepostmillennial.com/gillette-has-a-problem-with-men-and-nowconsumers-have-a-problem-with-gillette/

Our Other Sites:
https://www.actforcanada.ca/
https://twitter.com/ActforCanada
https://www.facebook.com/act4canada/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/actforcanada

Please forward this Newsletter to others.
There is STRENGTH in numbers.
https://www.actforcanada.ca/l/act-for-canadanewsletter
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